For Date: 12/15/2019  -  Sunday

Call Number  Time  Call Reason  Action

19-30900  0027  Phone - Youth Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  DJH112 - Lieutenant Daniel J Hanafin, D
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  CORPORATE DR
Vehicle:
Narrative:  Caller reports youths in the parking garage possibly drinking. Vehicles pulled away when he pulled in. Caller reports a tan minivan and a small blue/black sedan pulling away and exiting Corporate Dr.

19-30901  0109  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  [BUR 433] FRIEND BUILDING CENTER - 4 ADAMS ST
ID:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
ID:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:  Caller reports commercial alarm. Rear door on the first floor motion. No responders.

19-30902  0120  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  4 SEWALL ST
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:  Caller reports residential alarm - back sliding door exit/entry motion. Spoke to the home owner who is viewing the residence from interior/exterior cameras requesting an officer to disarm with code. Same is out of town.

19-30916  0412  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  4 HIGHLAND WAY
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:  Caller reports female experiencing stroke symptoms. Fire en route.

19-30927  0603  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 614] BROOKLINE BANK - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:  Caller reports hold up alarm. No responders.

Narrative:  All doors and windows appear secure at this time.
19-30928 0634 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address: [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE
ID: EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
ID: NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Caller reports party in room 302 is requesting an ambulance. Spoke with a female in that room stating she did not need an ambulance and she did not call lobby. A second 911 call came in with a male reporting someone is hurt in room 302, he is not in the room but heard screaming. Fire en route.
Narrative:
Arrest made see report.
Refer To Arrest: 19-30928-A-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 17
Refer To Arrest: 19-30928-AR
Arrest: BARBOSA, ELVIS
Address: 11 EMROSE TER Apt. #3 BOSTON, MA
Age: 19
Charges: FIREFIGHTER, INTERFERE WITH DRUG, POSSESS CLASS B DISORDERLY CONDUCT

19-30929 0815 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 21 MARYVALE RD
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Fire department transported

19-30930 0816 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 call from Lahey Clinic number 781-744-3655, same was a mis dial. Checks ok.

19-30933 0914 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Lockout.

19-30936 1022 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: I SILIBAR - 55 NETWORK DR
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: ONG 2007 HOND FIT Reg: PC MA 4TJ489 VIN: JHMGD386X7S016698
Narrative:
Caller reports a suspisous car parked in lot.
Narrative:
Vehicle not reported stolen at this time. Vehicle parked on private property and security was advised of tow options.
Narrative:
Littleton PD to check with owner of m/v.
19-30938  1035  Phone - Animal Complaint Services Rendered
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ 82 MALL RD
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Caller reports a raccoon has been hit by a m/v, same is in the roadway, dispatched ID 45.

Narrative:    Raccoon is in front of 8 S Bedford at the curb for pick up.

19-30939  1058  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    72 WILMINGTON RD
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Caller request to speak to Officer about a health issue.

Narrative:    Resident reports she is having a problem with her phone service from Verizon. Officer requested police dispatch call Verizon on residents behalf to solve her phone problem.

19-30940  1059  Radio - ROAD HAZARD Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    1 BEACON ST @ 101 WINN ST
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:    Sierra 71 reports there are three sheets of plywood in the road. Dispatched ID 107.

19-30943  1217  911 - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALISM Report Due
Call Taker:    TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 1104] RAHANIS PARK - 70 MILL ST
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:    Female reports windows smashed and missing merchandise.

Narrative:    Caller reports left rear window smashed Ma reg 5CS358 2019 Nissan, Pocketbook stolen with drivers licence and several credit cards. See officers report.

Narrative:    Female victim walked in to report 4 fraudulent checks attempted to be cashed from this incident. See supplemental report.

19-30944  1217  Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:    AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:    [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:    Alarm Central reports the auditorium sound room alarm. They then called back with the proper pass code.

19-30945  1236  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due
Call Taker:    TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:    
Macy's asset protection detained female shoplifter for approximately $680.00 worth of merchandise. Female is being cooperative at the moment.

Narrative:
Complaint to be filed.

Refer To Summons: 19-30945-AR
Summons: SOLTANI, SALIMA
Address: 62 MOUNT VERNON ST MALDEN, MA
Age: 54
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A

19-30946
1259 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 hang up from female employee at 6 East. Lahey Security notified.

19-30947
1431 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 Hang up, Lahey Security reports checks ok.

19-30949
1523 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2050] TIERNEY ELECTRIC - 6 SARAH ST
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Narrative:
911 Hang up,

Narrative:
On callback, male confirmed the call was accidental.

19-30950
1528 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 2472] LONGMEADOW - 42 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 Hang up, checks ok by phone.

19-30951
1544 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle: BLK 2013 VOLK SW Reg: PC NJ B28LMS VIN: WVGBV3AX1DW621480
Narrative:
Report of a past shoplifting. Two female subjects left in a black SUV that exited the parking lot on Lexington Street.
Narrative:
Two females concealed approximately $168 of merchandise.
Fled in black VW SUV NJ reg. B28LKS. See Officer's report.

19-30952
1613 Phone - Ambulance Request
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 26 MARYVALE RD
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:
Lift assist for a 61 year old male. Burlington Fire enroute.
Narrative:
Transported by Burlington Fire.
**19-30955**  1625  **Phone - DISTURBANCE**  Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vicinity of:  [BUR 299] CRATE & BARREL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:  Dispute over a parking space. All parties were advised. Units cleared without further incident.

**19-30956**  1735  **Phone - Ambulance Request**  False Alarm
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  8 GEDICK RD
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Medical alarm activation. Burlington Fire enroute.
Narrative:  Medical alarm co. called back to cancel dispatch. Same report female accidentally triggered alarm at dinner table.

**19-30957**  1738  **Phone - Ambulance Request**  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  50 LEXINGTON ST
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:  Ambulance request for a female with a severe headache. Burlington Fire enroute.
Narrative:  Patient was transported by Burlington Fire.

**19-30958**  1750  **Phone - ALARM**  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  INFRAREDEX - 34 THIRD AVE
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:  Commercial burglary alarm indicating reception entry.
Narrative:  Unsecure door to reception lobby. Building checks ok. Unable to secure door.

**19-30959**  1754  **Phone - Disabled MV**  Vehicle Towed
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Vicinity of:  [BUR 101] 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 CHEV UT HHR  Reg: PC MA 8RL182  VIN: 3GNBAAFW5BS629568
Narrative:  Officer reported a disabled motor vehicle. Murray's Towing enroute.
Narrative:  Vehicle removed from the roadway by Murray's Towing.

**19-30960**  1756  **Phone - Ambulance Request**  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  39 HILLTOP DR
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:  Ambulance request for a 2 year old female having a seizure.
Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

19-30961 1835 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged

Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: HARRIETT AVE
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLK 2018 GMC TERRAI Reg: PC MA 9RE345 VIN: 3GKALTEX3JL382133
Vehicle: BLK 2014 CHRY TOWNAN Reg: PC MA 6EW911 VIN: 2C4RC1BG3ER236718
Narrative:
Motorist reports hit & run occurring on Route 95 North. Same followed black Chrysler van (MA: 6EW911) to Harriet Ave. Van then reportedly struck pole and turned right onto Winn St. Woburn PD notified.

Narrative:
Spoke with R/P, advised same to contact MSP as incident occurred on highway in Woburn, possibly Reading area.

Unable to corroborate R/P claim of other involved vehicle striking pole on Harriet or Fairlawn or Ardmore.

19-30962 1901 911 - Ambulance Request Logged

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #39A
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a female choking. Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

19-30963 1913 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Services Rendered

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:
Macy's Loss Prevention requested assistance with two shoplifters.

Narrative:
See officer's report.

Refer To Summons: 19-30963-A-AR
Summons: BUENO ACEVEDO, YARLENIS ALTAGRACIA
Address: 220 BAILEY ST LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 23
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A

Refer To Summons: 19-30963-AR
Summons: PEREZ, LESLIE DAHIANA
Address: 220 BAILEY STREET LAWRENCE, MA
Age: 20
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A

19-30964 1924 Radio - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative:
Report of a shoplifting.

See officer's report.

Refer To Summons: 19-30964-AR
Summons: JEAN, PIERRE E
Address: 14 HILLIS RD HYDE PARK, MA
Age: 40
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY -$1200

19-30965  1951  911 - FIRE  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 44 SPRUCE HILL RD @ VALLEY CIR
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Multiple callers reported a wire down causing a fire.

Fire department and Eversource on scene, same to handle.

19-30966  1952  Radio - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Report Due
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: PLAY PLACE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Report of a disturbance between two parents.

See officer's report.

19-30967  1954  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 1218] SAMMY'S DELI - 59 WINN ST
ID: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative: Report of a commercial burglary alarm indicating the rear door.

Officer reported the building checked secure.

19-30971  2305  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: 911 open line from a patient in 6 east room 15. Lahey Security was notified.

Lahey Security reported the patient checked okay.

For Date: 12/16/2019 - Monday

19-30972  0002  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: [BUR 1700] WALTMAN PEST CONTROL - 97 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #A
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative: Caller reports commercial alarm - interior store room motion. No responders.
Narrative:
Checks OK.

19-30973  0033  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Unfounded
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  ROUTE 3 S
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Vehicle:  WHI 2009 FORD UT EXPLOR  Reg: PC MA 5724TC  VIN: 1FMEU74E99UA17681
Narrative:
State Police reported stolen car took off during stop on Route 3. Unknown direction of travel.

Narrative:
Checked the area. Unable to locate.

19-30974  0036  911 - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #204
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:
Caller reports male fell down, no apparent injuries observed. Fire en route.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

19-30987  0609  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  28 STONY BROOK RD
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:
Caller reports experiencing chest pain. Fire en route.

Narrative:
Transport to Lahey by BFD.

19-30942  0630  Other - Animal Complaint  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:  8 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID:  GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
There is a deceased raccoon in front of 8 South Bedford Street, ACO is working from 0600-1400 on 12/16/2019.

Narrative:
Same was removed from street.

19-30990  0632  911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address:  [BUR 1882] SHELL - 61 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:
Caller reports she needs to speak with an officer. Same stated she got kicked out of a friends house and has no means to get home.

Narrative:
Fire dispatched.

Narrative:
Voluntary transport by BFD.
19-30991  0653  Phone - ALARM  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  [BUR 308] CVS - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative:  Caller reports commercial alarm - manager's office motion. A female employee will be waiting outside on scene.

Narrative:  Conducted a walk through of the pharmacy. Checked okay.

19-30993  0811  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address:  51 NORTH AVE
Narrative:  911 hang up call from 978-587-6198, on call back officer spoke with Heidi Collins who claims her IPHONE emergency call feature accidentally dialed the number, checks ok.

19-30994  0923  Phone - Animal Complaint  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  27 COLLEGE RD
ID:  GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:  Female resident reports unknown animal laying motionless on patio. Al dispatched.

Narrative:  Female advised to remove same, son to assist.

19-30995  0945  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 215] OSHKOSH B'GOSH - 6 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #H
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:  Rear door alarm. No responder.

Narrative:  Employee stated she entered the proper code. Business was never called by the alarm company. Checks ok.

19-30997  0947  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Narrative:  911 Hang up, Internal Medicine nurse reports misdial.

19-31000  0958  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  85 BEDFORD ST
ID:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Vehicle:  BLK 2008 MAZD SE MAZDA6  Reg: PC MA 3KK888  VIN: 1YVHP80C385M46692
Narrative:  Citation issued for 90/13B and 90/11.

19-31003  1025  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 379] ELECTRIC SUPPLY CENTER - 200 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  911 Hang up, checks ok by phone.
19-31010  1108  Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Location/Address:  199 MILL ST  
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative:  
Caller reports his neighbors landscape company is blowing leaves on his property.

Narrative:  
Spoke with complainant, his neighbor from 7 September Ln has Mac's Landscaping blowing leaves to the rear of his yard which abuts 7 September. Unknown where the property line is. Mac's will collect leaves for disposal.

19-31011  1140  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
Location/Address:  72 WILMINGTON RD  
Narrative:  
Female reports her phone is still not working, Verizon has been out to her house but female is not home when they arrive.

19-31014  1201  911 - Disabled MV  Gone on Arrival  
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  ROUTE 128 N  
ID:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Narrative:  
Caller reports a DMV on Route 128 North near Winn Street. Dispatched ID #141, notified MSP.

Narrative:  
Checked area of Rt. 128 North up to exit 35. No vehicles in any breakdown lanes on both northbound and southbound sides. DMV gone on arrival.

19-31016  1235  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  No report Due  
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] MACY'S - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Narrative:  
911 Hang up at Macy's, Mall Security dispatched to check on it.

Narrative:  
Mall security reports all quiet at this time.

19-31019  1259  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due  
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address:  9 STEPHANIE ST  
ID:  RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative:  
Well being check at the request of Connected Home Care. Female party is well and was out visiting with her husband at the Lahey Clinic.

19-31018  1303  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due  
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne  
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 2472] LONGMEADOW - 42 MALL RD  
ID:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Narrative:  
Elderly female fell, conscious and alert. Burlington Fire dept. handled same, patient refusal.
19-31020  1322  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: 911 misdial by Lahey Hospital operator. Checks ok.

19-31021  1339  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: 30 UNIVERSITY AVE
Narrative: BFD handled with lift assist only.

19-31022  1399  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 72 WILMINGTON RD
Narrative: Spoke to Verizon for female, Verizon reports issue is not with her line, she needs a new phone. Officer to inform female of same.

19-31023  1351  Phone - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam  Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: 32 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #109
Narrative: Party reports receiving a fraudulent phone call from the "Social Security Administration" attempting to get personal information.

19-31025  1355  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Narrative: Ambulance request.

19-31026  1357  Phone - Well Being Check  No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST Apt. #35F
Narrative: Minuteman Services/ Meals on wheels reports male party did not answer the door for his meal today.

19-31027  1407  Phone - Ambulance Request  Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Burlington PD Media log

Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle: GRY 2013 JEEP PATRIO  Reg: PC MA 4EM413  VIN: 1C4NJRBB4DD203350
Narrative: Mall Security request ambulance.

Two elderly males assaulted each other over a chair. Medical attention declined by both parties. See officers report.

19-31030 1510 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 1097] MEMORIAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 125 WINN ST
Narrative: 911 Misdial, checks ok by phone.

19-31034 1628 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Services Rendered
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 15 MALLARD WAY
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative: Caller reports receiving scam phone calls. Same requests officer assistance.

No information exchanged. Reporting party was advised to block the number.

19-31035 1646 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Location/Address: 68 MULLER RD
ID: AMD127 - Patrol Ashley M Daniels
Narrative: Caller reports elderly female party fell down stairs and is bleeding. BFD notified.

Patient transported by BFD.

19-31038 1800 Initiated - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: WILMINGTON RD @ 99 PINE GLEN WAY
Vehicle: GRY 2006 BMW UT X5  Reg: PC MA 882260  VIN: 5UXFB53506LV29026
Vehicle: GRY 2018 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 6NNH50  VIN: 1HGCV2F34JA038050
Narrative: Assisted with paper exchange.

19-31039 1824 Walk-In - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address: 4 TEABERRY LN
Narrative: Party reports she recieved a letter in the mail from a party she once had a restraining order against. Detective Browne notified. See officer's report.

19-31040 1839 911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #151
19-31041 1845 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

Narrative:
Caller had a question about the hotel. Same was advised to contact the hotel management office.

Call Taker: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 11 BARON PARK LN Apt. #25
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Caller reports a misdial. Checks ok by phone.

19-31042 1855 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

Narrative:
Spoke with the residents, no emergency.

Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address: [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
911 misdial. Same checks ok via phone.

19-31043 1945 Phone - ESCORT Logged

Narrative:
Caller requested an escort to get to vehicles.

Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 1248] LONG'S JEWELERS - 60 SOUTH AVE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
All employees are out and store has been secured.

19-31044 2031 Phone - Mv B & E Report Due

Narrative:
Caller reports MV was broken into. Same requesting to speak with an officer.

Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 168 WINN ST
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Vehicle: BLK 2013 JEEP WRANGL Reg: PC MA KB1/PKB VIN: 1C4BJWGD1DL671469
Narrative:
See report.

19-31045 2051 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Vehicle Towed

Narrative:
Westborough PD requesting officer to make contact with party at residence in regards to a vehicle being used without authority.

Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 133 ARBORETUM WAY
Vehicle: RED 2013 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 72D454 VIN: 1FM5K7B88DGB32198
Vehicle: RED 2013 FORD UT EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 72D454 VIN: 1FM5K7B88DGB32198
Narrative:
OPERATOR OF VEHICLE LOCATED. OPERATOR REMOVED PERSONAL BELONGINGS AND VEHICLE WAS TOWED FOR SAFE KEEPING UNTIL REGISTERED OWNER CAN RETRIEVE IT.
For Date: 12/17/2019 - Tuesday

19-31084 0339 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 166] DUNKIN DONUTS - 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative: Commercial burglary alarm - front door. No responder at this time.

Narrative: Checks OK.

19-31085 0429 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency Logged
Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: [BUR 2210] THE TREMONT APARTMENTS - 32 SECOND AVE Apt. #221
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vehicle: BLK 2008 UT RANROV Reg: PC MA 2ACW10 VIN: SALSK25498A135051
Narrative: Lowell PD requests assistance making contact with the owner of MA reg 2ACW10. They believe the vehicle was involved in a hit and run at Lowell General. Vehicle should have damage on the right rear.

Narrative: M/V has paint exchange on the right rear side. Unable to make contact with the owner.

19-31086 0622 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address: 8 KNOLLWOOD CT
ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative: Residential alarm - living room motion.

Narrative: Checks OK.

19-31087 0741 911 - Mv B & E Report Due
Call Taker: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address: [BUR 1341] CANDLEWOOD SUITES - 130 MIDDLESEX TPKE Apt. #110
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Vehicle: BLK 2015 TK Reg: PC FL LGZ209 VIN: 3C6UR5NL7FG672950
Narrative: Party reports his vehicle got broken into overnight.

Narrative: See officer's report.

19-31088 0815 Alarm - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: IMOBILE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: ADT reports alarm at "far right" door. Mall security notified.

Narrative: Mall Security unit #106 reports location checks secure.
19-31089  0848  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  [BUR 738] THE REAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC - 56 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Central Alarm reports a general alarm at the Real School of Music.

Narrative:
Walk through with property owner checks ok. Set off accidentally.

19-31093  0902  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 1764] BURLINGTON HOUSING AUTHORITY - 15 BIRCHCREST ST
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:

Narrative:
Checked area, G.O.A. incident occurred at 8:30 am.

19-31091  0905  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  70 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 ROUTE 128 N
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:  WHI 2013 FORD SE FOCUS  Reg: PC MA 1HFT55  VIN: 1FADP3F20DL311218
Vehicle:  RED 2017 CHEV SUBURB  Reg: PC MA 6RN167  VIN: 1GNSKHK0C0HR273317
Narrative:
Motorist reports 2-3 car crash at intersection in northbound lane. One operator struck head off steering wheel, Burlington Fire dept. notified.

Narrative:
Medical attention declined. Minor damage observed. Assisted parties with paper exchange.

19-31092  0910  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:  112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Two car motor vehicle crash, no reported injuries.

Narrative:
ID 45 reports hazardous road conditions, DFW notified.

Narrative:
2 car accident Ma reg 2SAN50 rear ended TX reg MBN8718. See officers accident report.

19-31094  0914  Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  133 ARBORETUM WAY
Narrative:
Male walk-in inquiring about EZPass charges. ID 140 dispatched to assist with translation; same was advised it is civil matter.

19-31095  0957  Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: BLU 2005 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 535KY8 VIN: 5FNRL38715B109982
Towed: For: DISABLED By: EDS TOWING 781-654-5064 To: OWNERS REQUEST
Narrative:
Passing motorist reports DMV at intersection; described as a grey Honda SUV.

Narrative:
Owner has tow on the way.

Narrative:
Same assisted by Ed's Tow.

19-31096 1029 911 - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location: [STU] HOLLAND, I-84 WEST
Narrative:
Female reports a tour bus driving with excessive speed on I-84 West towards NY. Her elderly mother is currently on board and concerned. No description of bus given. MSP Sturbridge notified.

19-31097 1038 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 97 WINN ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Elderly female has passed out, same is conscious. Burlington Fire dept. notified.

Narrative:
Fire department transported.

19-31098 1101 Walk-In - CREDIT CARD MISUSE Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 8 DONNA LN
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Narrative:
Resident reporting fraudulent credit card charges to account dating back 10/23/19. See officer's report.

19-31099 1120 Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Male resident reports handicap parking placard missing since 12/10/19. Same was provided RMV application.

19-31101 1217 911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Location/Address: [BUR 1455] URGENT CARE - 90 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
911 Caller requests an ambulance for a patient that cannot drive and needs transport to the hospital, Fire Department to handle same.

19-31102 1217 Phone - CREDIT CARD MISUSE Report Due
Call Taker: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Reports credit cards stolen from her while dining on Saturday around 1:30 PM. One card was used at the Apple Store in Lynnfield for $2,548.74.

Narrative:
Report filed.

19-31103  1225  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Unfounded
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: 15 NETWORK DR
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Essex Regional has received a 911 call from an unknown caller who is not answering the telephone, but it appears to be an open line with an individual walking around. Dispatched ID #57 to check the area.

Narrative:
Checked area, numerous grounds crew out plowing, unable to locate.

19-31105  1228  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker: TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 16F SEVEN SPRINGS LN
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Caseworker from Minuteman Services requests assistance removing a firearm from the residence for safekeeping.

Narrative:
Firearm (19-589-PR) and ammunition (19-590-PR) removed and logged into property as safekeeping.

19-31106  1248  Radio - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney
Primary Id: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address: 30 SPARHAWK DR
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative:
Female transported by Burlington Fire.

19-31107  1325  911 - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Logged
Call Taker: AFG075 - Detective Albert F Gagne
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
911 caller reports she has struck a curb in the mall parking lot and her vehicle is stuck.

Narrative:
Party able to free her vehicle and is on her way.

19-31108  1328  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: 22 SKILTON LN
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: GRY 2016 MA2D UT CX-5 Reg: PC MA 7JW742 VIN: JM3KE4CYG0737185
Narrative:
One car motor vehicle crash into pole, no injuries reported.
## Narrative:
Murray's towing notified.

## Narrative:
Murray's towing on scene.

## Narrative:
Confirmed no injury, vehicle removed by Murray's. See crash report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-31109</td>
<td>1402</td>
<td>911 - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>[BUR 1960] SPRINT - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td>Female fell and landed on her wrist, Burlington Fire dept. notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31111</td>
<td>1442</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>[BUR 1412] DCU FEDERAL CREDIT UNION - 15 GREENLEAF WAY</td>
<td>SAS alarm co. reports panic alarm inside bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31113</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up</td>
<td>[BUR 753] TAVERN IN THE SQUARE - 100 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #108</td>
<td>Employee reports accidental dial, same states all outgoing calls require dialing 9 then 1 to dial out. No police/medical assistance needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31112</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY</td>
<td>[BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST</td>
<td>Caller reports man sleeping in car for more than an hour near trees in Kohl's lot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31114</td>
<td>1458</td>
<td>Phone - Lockout</td>
<td>ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD</td>
<td>Motor vehicle lockout, calling standing by near green Ford Taurus sedan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Entry gained. ID confirmed.

Narrative:

Reported minor crash vehicles are in Veterans park.

Narrative:

Female party called stating her grandson was assaulted on the bus by another 5 year old boy on the bus. Same did not wish to speak to an officer in person due to everyone in her house being sick. She was transferred to Officer Sheppard's voicemail.
911 misdial. Caller reports she attempted to call out and misdialed 911. Checks OK by phone.

19-31128  1751  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 70 BIRCHCREST ST @ SULLIVAN ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: BLU 2008 TOYT UT RAVNEW Reg: PC MA 151HF9 VIN: JTMBD33V486065450
Narrative:
Plow driver reports an abandoned MV.
Narrative:
Single car crash, very minor contact with curb. Operator non English speaker. Operator's daughter responded to scene. Advised of reporting procedure.

19-31130  1917  Phone - MV Hit & Run  Report Due
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 7 BARON PARK LN Apt. #31
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: GRY 2010 HOND SE ELEMEN Reg: PC MA 78J210 VIN: 5J6YH2H79AL003126
Narrative:
Caller reports damage on her parked vehicle.
Narrative:
Vehicle struck between 8:30am and 7:30pm today. See officers report.

19-31131  1936  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: SULLIVAN ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports three teenagers were knocking at her door and yelling.
Narrative:
Subjects fled into Stonebrook complex upon my arrival. Spoke with witness at 11 Sullivan, same stated no criminal activity observed.

19-31132  1951  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Logged
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 42 COLLEGE RD
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
10 year old boy creating a disturbance in the home.
Narrative:
Child settled for the evening. DCF to be contacted. See report.

19-31133  2030  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 misdial. Caller attempted to call an outside line and called 911 by accident. Checks OK by phone.

19-31137  2203  Radio - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Narrative:
Officer reports checking on a motor vehicle occupied by two parties. Ma Reg 6LN589

Narrative:
Parties sent on their way.

19-31138 2212 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: BLK 2015 ACUR UT MDX  Reg: PC MA 2GY338  VIN: 5FRYD4H22FB006296
Narrative:
Verbal warning; marked lanes.

19-31139 2218 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: 10 THISTLE RD
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Caller requests assistance with a lift assist of her husband.

Narrative:
BFD assisted same.

19-31142 2241 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Summonsed
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Narrative:
Officer reports being flagged down by Macy's LP with two possible shoplifters.

Narrative:
Two shoplifters to be summonsed.

Refer To Summons: 19-31142-A-AR

Summons: SMITH, JESSICA
Address: 134 NORTH AVE  ST JOHNSBURY, VT
Age: 37
Charges: SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE

Refer To Summons: 19-31142-AR
Summons: BARBOZA, SAVANAH
Address: 100 MAIN ST Apt. #26  NASHUA, NH
Age: 31
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY CONCEALING MDSE c266 §30A

19-31143 2305 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 43] MARIOTT - 1 MALL RD Apt. #945
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Officer reports checking on a guest per staff's request.

Narrative:
Staff resolved issue after speaking with subject's coworkers in lobby area.
19-31146  0037  Phone - Disabled MV  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address:  76 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 SOUTH AVE
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
DPW employee reports a disabled MV with no lights on.
Narrative:
Vehicle being towed from area upon arrival.

19-31154  0131  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  [BUR 166] DUNKIN DONUTS - 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Narrative:
Commercial burglary alarm - front door. No responder at this time.
Narrative:
No workers on scene but it does appear a delivery of baked goods was made recently. All doors and windows appear secure at this time. Checks okay.

19-31179  0729  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Miss dial. Party checked okay over the phone.
Narrative:
Party accidentally dialed 911 a second time.

19-31180  0731  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  [BUR 677] BURLINGTON WINE & SPIRITS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Commercial burglary alarm - beer cooler door.
Narrative:
Alarm canceled by company.

19-31181  0813  911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  96 CENTER ST @ 125 WINN ST
ID:  SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:  BRO 2009 TOYT UT RAV4  Reg: PC MA 6NT569  VIN: JTMBF33V695005204
Vehicle:  WHI 2009 NISS UT ROGUE  Reg: PC MA 128EF8  VIN: JN8AS58V69W430562
Vehicle:  GRY 2007 NISS VERSA  Reg: PC MA 819RP3  VIN: 3N1BC13E27L360335
Vehicle:  GRY 2018 NISS PATHFI  Reg: PC MA 4624RR  VIN: 5N1DR2MM9JC609714
Narrative:
Caller reports a 4 car crash with reported injury.
Narrative:
Murray's Towing enroute.
Narrative:
Highway notified sanding is needed in the area, roads are slippery.
Narrative:
Ma. 6NT569 struck the Rear of Ma.128EF8 driving that vehicle into Ma. 819RP3 which then hit Ma. 4624RR. extensive damage. See crash report.

Narrative:
See officer's report.

19-31182 0836 Phone - ROAD HAZARD Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1095] FRANCIS WYMAN SCHOOL - 41 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: WHI 2018 CHEV SILVER Reg: CO MA T52263 VIN: 1GC1KWEG2JF130383
Narrative:
Report of a construction vehicle blocking traffic.

Narrative:
Vehicle moved from the roadway.

19-31183 0842 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Report Due
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID: AMB066 - Detective Annemarie Browne, A
Narrative:
Caller reports patient is reporting a possible rape happened 2 days ago.

Narrative:
See officer's report.

Narrative:
Delta 66 reports picking up evidence at Lahey.

19-31184 0939 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: WHI 2018 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 9HM295 VIN: 2T1BURHE0JC040233
Narrative:
Verbal warning for illegal passing.

19-31185 0943 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EWK516 - Dispatcher Edwin W Kolhonen
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 484] HARVARD VANGUARD MEDICAL ASSOC - 20 WALL ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Caller reports patient with chest pains. Fire dept. enroute.

Narrative:
Burlington Fire Dept. transported same.

19-31186 0952 Initiated - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Dealership driving vehicles on roadway with no registration plates.
Employees moving cars back onto property after clearing the lot of snow. Advised they needed dealer plates on vehicles traveling on the roadway.

19-31189 1011 Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT Logged
Call Taker: MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Primary Id: MAM070 - Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Location/Address: TIMEPAYMENT CORP - 1600 DISTRICT AVE
Narrative:
Caller reports he was owner of a L.L.C. business in Missouri that dissolved and returned leased equipment from Burlington business but creditors are still demanding payments. The Burlington business does not know where/when or if equipment was returned. Some third party vendors involved etc..This is a civil matter at this time.

19-31190 1030 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: 124 LEXINGTON ST @ SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
DPW reports a pedestrian hit by a vehicle.

19-31191 1037 911 - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vicinity of: 130 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative:
Caller reports a disoriented female in a pink T-shirt walking in the roadway.

19-31192 1119 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1635] CROSSROADS PLAZA - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Caller reports a two car crash with no injury.

19-31194 1230 Phone - Harrassment Services Rendered
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1435] JONES BARTLETT ASCEND LEARNING - 5 WALL ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Employee reports receiving threatening phone calls to the business.

Narrative:
J.B.L. Publishing reports receiving numerous calls from an aggressive customer (Skokie IL.) demanding free text books. Complainant request same be called and advised to stop.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident ID</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-31195</td>
<td>Walk-In - Harrassment</td>
<td>HR representative reports receiving cryptic messages from a former employee. No specific threats made; see report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31196</td>
<td>Phone - MV Complaint</td>
<td>Caller wanted to log a road rage incident that happened. Verbal argument only. Other vehicle driven by 25 year old white male with child in back seat attempted to exit the lot via the wrong exit and a verbal argument ensued. Vehicle was a 4 door silver mazda or hyundai. Both parties left.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31197</td>
<td>Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY</td>
<td>Party reports receiving a threatening text from an unknown number (440-622-3695). A search of the phone number indicates it is a spam number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31198</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Ambulance request. Party transported to Lahey. Assisted BFD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31199</td>
<td>Phone - MV Hit &amp; Run</td>
<td>Party reports a motor vehicle hit &amp; run.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31200</td>
<td>Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES</td>
<td>Party reports crashing into a vehicle not in a parking spot. Very minor accident Ma Reg 72649 backed into parked car NH Reg 226L5H. Operators exchanged info no report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31202</td>
<td>Walk-In - ELDER Abuse/Neglect/Problem</td>
<td>Logged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call Taker: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney  
Primary Id:  TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson  
Location/Address:  72 WILMINGTON RD  
ID: KMC069 - Lieutenant Kevin M Cooney  
ID: TMC104 - Sergeant Thomas M Carlson  
Narrative: In lobby to report that her phone provider still has not fixed her phone. She also reports she was not provided a phone as she was told. Minuteman notified and COA.

Narrative:  
COA went to the home and found the phone to not be working. COA stated they were unable to get Verizon technician to respond. Sgt Carlson contacted Verizon service directly and was informed that an appointment was scheduled. COA number was provided to Verizon in order that they be contacted directly so that they can be present for the appointment.

19-31203 1459 Phone - Well Being Check Logged  
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Location/Address: 12 MOUNTAIN RD  
Narrative: Party requesting a well being check on his son. Reporting party indicated he would not be going to probate court to get an order to see his son.

Narrative: Party checks ok and is currently at his daycare.

19-31204 1503 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital  
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Location/Address: [BUR 2453] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST  
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes  
Narrative: Ambulance request for a 56yr old patient with chest pain. BFD dispatched.

Narrative: Transport to Lahey by BFD.

19-31205 1506 Phone - Threats Past / Progress No report Due  
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Location/Address: [BUR 939] STAPLES - 111 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos  
Narrative: Customer reports a threat made against him by an employee.

Narrative: Caller had a argument with employee over printing of documents. No threats were made. Incident settled.

19-31206 1507 Phone - Alarm False Alarm  
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V  
Location/Address: SPINT IMOBILE - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  

Narrative: Mall Security reports accidental by an employee.

19-31207 1513 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered  
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges  
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr  
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Employee requesting assistance with a lockout.

Narrative:
Assisted Ma. 9PL256

19-31208 1522 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due
Call Taker: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 2078] HOLLISTER - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Loss Prevention reports a shoplifter being detained.
Narrative:
Complaint to filed.
Refer To Summons: 19-31208-AR
Summons: VALENTE, KOLLEEN LEE
Address: 290 FERRY ST Apt. #2 MALDEN, MA
Age: 39
Charges: SHOPLIFTING BY CONCEALING MDSE, 3RD OFF.

19-31209 1526 Phone - Flim Flam/Fraud/Scam Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 160 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #212
Narrative:
Party reports receiving a scam phone call from the "Social Security Administration". Party indicated she did not give any personal information over the phone. Logged.

19-31210 1616 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
FIRE TO TRANSPORT.

19-31213 1624 Walk-In - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address: 94 LEXINGTON ST
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Reporting party stated someone opened up a Barclay Visa Credit Card in her name. The card was shipped to her home on December 13 and was cancelled on Dec 14th. All three Credit Bureau Company's have been put on notice for further attempted fraud with her name.

19-31211 1625 Radio - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: 150 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 1 OLYMPIAN WAY
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: GRN 2008 FORD LGTCON Reg: PC MA 2580RN VIN: 1FTPW14588KE15138
Narrative:
DMV.
Narrative:
Assisted while AAA removed vehicle.
19-31212        1626 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Fax machine.

19-31214        1631 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Fax machine.

19-31215        1636 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Fax machine.

19-31216        1642 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Fax machine.

19-31217        1705 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:    [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
ID:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle:    BLK 2019 ACUR RDX  Reg: PC MA 1AF431  VIN: 5J8TC2H37KL033630
Vehicle:    BRO 2013 LEXS SE ES350  Reg: PC MA 4CG236  VIN: JTHBK1GG5D2069870
Narrative: MVC.
Minor damage; assisted in paper exchange.

19-31218        1708 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative: Fax machine.

19-31220        1732 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    25 BLANCHARD RD
Narrative: Misdial, from cell phone. Checks ok by phone.

19-31221        1741 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up No report Due
Call Taker:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:    [BUR 1128] WATER TOWER - 72 CENTER ST
ID:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: 911 open line on cell phone, called from area of 72 Center St tower. Disp Officer Costa to the area.
Checks ok. No emergency or non emergency in area.

19-31223        1805 Phone - ALARM Logged
19-31224 1827 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 628] BIRCHCREST ARMS SENIOR HOUSING - 15 BIRCHCREST ST Apt. #210
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Entry/Exit back door alarm.
Area checks OK.

19-31225 1836 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 1213] WOMAR REALTY - 69 WINN ST
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:
Rear door alarm
Building appears secure.

19-31228 1934 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 21 DOUGLAS AVE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: RTK060 - Captain Robert T Kirchner, R
Narrative:
911 misdial, checks ok by phone.
Checks ok.

19-31236 2052 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Vehicle:
Narrative:
Macy's Security reports two shoplifters in custody.
Two arrests made. See report.
Refer To Arrest: 19-31236-A-AR
Arrest: DAVIS, MISHAWNA ESSAGIEN
Address: 160A STONINGTON ST HARTFORD, CT
Age: 29
Charges: SHOPLIFTING $250+ BY ASPORTATION c266 §30A
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF THEFT DETECTION SHIELDING DEVICE
Refer To Arrest: 19-31236-AR
Arrest: CARTER, KIARA BRENTASIA
Address: 56 VINE ST Apt. #A6 HARTFORD, CT
19-31237
2101 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1213] WOMAR REALTY - 69 WINN ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Vehicle: RED 2015 HOND LL CRV  Reg: PC NH 2001557 VIN: 2HKRM4H76FH605205
Narrative:
rear door alarm.

All appears secure.
The rear door alarm appears to be sensitive. When checked rear door same was secure and alarm was triggered.

Foot prints in snow are from myself and responding officer's.

19-31238
2232 Phone - Animal Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 15 EASTERN AVE
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Caller reports a black lab running around the yards attempting to go through trash.

NO DOGS OBSERVED IN THE AREA.

19-31239
2239 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
Macy's Security reports male shoplifter.

See summons report.

Refer To Arrest: 19-31239-AR

19-31240
2243 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 770] ONE STOP MART - 31 WINN ST
ID: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Alarm. No responder.

All appears secure

19-31241
2312 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
Patient attempting to dail out misdialed, checks ok by phone.

19-31242
2340 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Primary Id: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
For Date: 12/19/2019 - Thursday

19-31243  0032  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  4 MOSS ST
ID:  PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:  Foxborough PD requests assistance locating a female from our town.
Narrative:  Sgt. Abaskharoun contacted the female's father and he stated she had just arrived home in an Uber. She checked okay.

19-31244  0110  Phone - DISTURBANCE  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  7 BARON PARK LN Apt. #7
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
Narrative:  Mother reports a disturbance at the residence with her oldest son.
Narrative:  Spoke with son who was intoxicated and has a history of mental health issues. Same stated he would be quiet and go to bed for the night as he was keeping his family from sleeping. Checks okay.

19-31245  0112  Phone - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1726] PRIMROSE SCHOOL - 10 GREENLEAF WAY
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:  Commercial burglary alarm. No responder at this time.
Narrative:  All doors and windows appear secure.

19-31253  0155  Alarm - ALARM  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Location/Address:  [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
ID:  NAS128 - Patrol Nikolas A Saledas
Narrative:  All classroom doors alarm. No responder at this time.
Narrative:  All doors and windows appear secure.
Checks OK.

19-31273  0537  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:  53 SECOND AVE
ID:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0651</td>
<td>0735</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
<td>Commercial burglary alarm - south loading dock. No responder at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0824</td>
<td>0825</td>
<td>Unfounded</td>
<td>Commercial burglary alarm - basement motion. No responder at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0828</td>
<td>0829</td>
<td>Transported to Hospital</td>
<td>Caller reporting being bitten by a dog. BFD notified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0828</td>
<td>0830</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
<td>Cruiser to assist with escort to St. Charles Church in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Woburn and then to Chestnut Hill Cemetery

19-31282  0849  911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2019 CHEV EQUINO  Reg: PC MA 9KA378  VIN: 2GNAX5EV1K6203335
Vehicle:  BLK 2018 NISS UT ROGUE  Reg: PC MA 1DZT57  VIN: JN8AT2MT6JW487848
Narrative:
CP reports being rear-ended. No injuries. All involved parties moved to parking lot of Shell Station.

Narrative:
Officer requesting one tow. Murray's towing notified.

Narrative:
Ma. 1DZT57 struck Ma. 9KA378 while on Cambridge St. at the intersection of Winn St. Ma. 9KA378 towed by Murray Tow. See crash report.

19-31285  0930  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  141 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 MEADOW RD
Vehicle:  BLU 2014 BMW SE 535XI  Reg: PC MA 139WTY  VIN: WBA5B3C57ED534456
Narrative:
Citation issued for 90/18.

19-31289  0953  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address:  45 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 misdial from a cellphone. Party check ok.

19-31288  1006  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due

Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 134] TRU NORTH - 204 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2002 GMC SIERRA  Reg: PC MA 9WX135  VIN: 2GTEK19TX21400884
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 JEEP UT WRANGL  Reg: PC MA 64T890  VIN: 1C4GJWAG0GL131755
Narrative:
CP reports witnessing minor MVC. All parties on scene. No reported injuries.

Narrative:
TWO CAR MINOR CRASH. INVOLVING MA/64T890 AND MA/9WX135. ASSISTED OWNERS WITH INFO EXCHANGE

19-31291  1023  Phone - Animal Complaint Logged

Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address:  40 WINN ST
Narrative:
Caller reports bringing in a stray dog.

Narrative:
Resident from Harriet Ave reports missing dog. Same advised of location on Winn Street for pick up.

19-31292  1034  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged

Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Abandond call on business line. On call back, phone number out of service.
19-31293 1037 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: 120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND UT CRV Reg: PC MA 643ZF6 VIN: 5J6RM4H38EL096851
Narrative: Citation issued for 90/11 & 90/9.

19-31295 1047 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Emergency call from Marshall Simonds received. No verbal transmission received.

19-31296 1055 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] POLE #23 BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Vehicle: GRN 2007 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA CC4332 VIN: JTM8D3V875109244
Vehicle: RED 2012 LINC SE MKZ Reg: PC MA 392TF1 VIN: 3LNL2JC4CR810908
Narrative: CP reports when she was parking, she side swiped a parked vehicle.

19-31297 1115 911 - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL POLE #19 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Vehicle: WHI 2013 CADI 4D XTS Reg: PC NH TTRUX VIN: 2G61P5S37D9140162
Narrative: Caller reports MV was struck in parking lot. Requesting officer assistance.

19-31298 1121 Phone - MV Hit & Run Logged
Call Taker: MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 2454] AMRI - 99 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle: BLK 2015 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 1DH882 VIN: 1G11E5X0FF178602
Narrative: Caller reports vehicle was struck in the parking lot. Same requests officer assistance.

Narrative: Owner reports his vehicle, Ma. Reg. 1DH882, was struck while parked at work. Damage to rear bumper and trunk. No other information available.

Narrative: Suspect vehicle may have been a tractor trailer.
19-31300  1158  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:  Staff member reports no emergency. Accidental. Checks ok by phone.

19-31302  1216  Phone - ALARM  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:  4 MARYVALE RD
ID:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:  ADT reports front door & hallway motion alarm.
            APPEARS SECURE

19-31303  1232  Initiated - MV STOP  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:  59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
ID:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle:  BLK 2015 AUDI SE A4  Reg: PC MA 976MG7  VIN: WAUDFAFL9FN018707
Narrative:  Citation issued, failure to remove snow from windshield.
            Assisted in removing same.

19-31304  1237  911 - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 684] MICHAELS STORES - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 6VF969  VIN: 2T1BU4EE2AC302065
Narrative:  Caller reports locating 5 yr old boy unattended in grey
            Toyota Corolla (MA: 6ZF969). Child was able to open door,
            reporting party on scene.
            Spoke to involved parties, child well cared for. Discrepancy
            with version of events. Sgt. McLean notified. No further
            action.

19-31309  1311  911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  POLE #62 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:  Elderly male unable to locate vehicle in Mall lot, same was
            redirected to security units.

19-31312  1315  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  Employee reports accidental dial, Lahey Clinic Security
            notified.

19-31314  1328  Other - ELDER Abuse/Neglect/Problem Report Due
Call Taker:  JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Primary Id:  JMT053 - Detective James M Tigges
Location/Address:  1 EUGENE RD
Narrative:  Town is requesting assistance with a possible elder/civil
            matter. Under investigation.
19-31315        1358        Phone - ROAD HAZARD   Logged
Call Taker:    MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:    101 WINN ST @ 1 BEACON ST
ID:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Narrative:
Caller reports yield sign in the roadway.
Narrative:
Sign and pieces of a vehicle's bumper removed from the roadway.

19-31316        1455        911 - MV Hit & Run   Report Due
Call Taker:    JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:    [BUR 1218] SAMMY'S DELI - 59 WINN ST
ID:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:    BLU 2006 TOYT LL 4 RUNNER  Reg: PC MA 9KT436
Narrative:
CP reports hit and run.
Narrative:
Officer requesting notification made to Woburn PD.
Narrative:
Victim reports her vehicle, Ma. 9KT436, was struck on Mill St. by Ma. Reg. 556SB8. Operator of Ma. 556SB8 initially pulled over, but then fled the scene. Under investigation.
Narrative:
See officer's crash report.

19-31317        1456        Initiated - MV STOP   Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:    244 CAMBRIDGE ST @ OLYMPIAN WAY
ID:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle:    BLK 2006 HOND PILOT  Reg: PC MA 2YC980  VIN: 2HKYF18106H527505
Narrative:
Citation issued, 90/18.

19-31318        1458        Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES   Report Due
Call Taker:    JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Location/Address:    201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Vehicle:    BLK 2017 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 5NM196  VIN: JHMCR6F54HC028207
Vehicle:    WHI 2006 JEEP LIBERT  Reg: PC MA 1TX166  VIN: 1J4GL58K16W165077
Towed:    For: Accident By: Murrays Towing To: owners own request
Narrative:
CP reports motor vehicle crash no injuries.
Narrative:
Officer requesting tow. Murray's tow notified.
Narrative:
Two-car motor vehicle crash without injuries. One car towed and one car working with Geico roadside assistance. See officer's report.

19-31321        1520        Phone - ALARM   False Alarm
Call Taker:    JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:    24 ARLINGTON RD
ID:    KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle: BLU 2017 TOYT HIGHLA  Reg: PC MA 421TE9  VIN: 5TDBZRFH0HS386511
Narrative: Alarm company reports front porch/door alarm. Same unable to reach homeowners.

Narrative: Accidental by the homeowners.

19-31322  1524  Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  0 ROUTE 128 S @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Vehicle:  GRY 2010 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 677JG3  VIN: 1HGCP2F30AA123137
Narrative: CP reports possible DMV.
Narrative: Officer requesting tow. Murray's tow notified.

19-31323  1541  Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker:  JMS138 - Patrol Jillisa M Smith
Location/Address:  [BUR 1613] KOHL DEPARTMENT STORE - 150 LEXINGTON ST
Narrative: Female reports losing black medium sized leather purse at Kohl's around 11:00am. 19-593-PR

19-31324  1542  911 - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Location/Address:  177 BEDFORD ST @ 261 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  KAH136 - Patrol Keith A Hodges
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 INFI UT EX35  Reg: PC MA 2YM652  VIN: JN1AJ0HR5BM854050
Vehicle:  GRY 2006 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 78C760  VIN: 4T1BE32K26U137044
Narrative: Caller reports 2 car MVC, possible injury. BFD notified.
Narrative: Both vehicles towed, no injury reported on scene.

19-31325  1624  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up No report Due
Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Location/Address:  45 CENTER ST
Narrative: North Shore Regional misdial to Burlington 911.

19-31326  1634  Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker:  MAJ135 - Patrol Michael A Julce
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Lockout. Caller is in a silver Volkswagen Passat.
Narrative: Assisted Ma. 778KR8

19-31327  1651  Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  120 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Vehicle:  WHI 2008 MITS SE GALANT  Reg: PC MA E876  VIN: 4A3AB56F78E013220
Narrative: Motor vehicle lockout, white Mitsubishi sedan.
19-31328  1702  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  [BUR 1162] JO-ANN FABRICS + CRAFTS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:  Caller reports female passed out and fell. Conscious and alert. BFD notified.

19-31329  1705  911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  520 FARMS DR
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:  Caller reports 97 y/o female bent over and possible fractured spine. BFD notified.

19-31331  1710  911 - Mv Crash Without Injuries  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 FORD TK F-150  Reg: PC NH 2308378 VIN: 1FTEW1EFGB59929
Vehicle:  BLU 2017 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 1FRK47 VIN: 4T1BF1FK0HU637492
Narrative:  Security reports hit and run.

19-31336  1731  Phone - Alarm  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  [BUR 1545] BEACON VILLAGE - 26 BEACON ST
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:  Alarm Company reports front door office alarm. No responders at this time.

19-31337  1740  Phone - Susp Person; MvS; Activity  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Location/Address:  8 MILDRED RD
Narrative:  Male party accusing another of harassing texts/messages via social media regarding 19-31110-OF. ID 136 to conduct follow up.

19-31338  1758  Phone - Assist Public/ Other  Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  62 BEAVERBROOK RD
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
19-31339  1816  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S  
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
Location/Address:  6 HALLMARK Gdns Apt. #5  
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
Narrative:  RP states 81 year old fell and hurt her knee.  
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

19-31342  1911  911 - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 880] EXTENDED STAY AMERICA - 40 SOUTH AVE Apt. #179  
Narrative:  Male guest requesting assistance moving into new room with working heat. Same was redirected to management who is aware of the issue.

19-31343  1938  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 2358] RESIDENCE INN MARRIOTT BURLINGTON - 400 DISTRICT AVE Apt. #603  
Narrative:  Female guest accidentally dialed when trying to reach outside line. No police or medical assistance needed, checks ok.

19-31344  2001  Walk-In - CIVIL COMPLAINT  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 820] TD BANK - 186 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Narrative:  Male walk-in reports what he believed to be fraudulent activity on credit card. Ex-girlfriend who still had valid joint access to account made an authorized transaction. Same then removed her from account after transaction. No fraudulent activity occurred, deemed to be civil matter.

19-31345  2020  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Report Due  
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Primary Id:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Location/Address:  [BUR 2476] SEVENTH SENSE BOTANICAL THERAPY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE Apt. #57  
ID:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro  
Narrative:  Female employee at skin-care kiosk reporting harassment from unknown male who frequents the Burlington Mall. See officer's report.

19-31347  2110  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Unfounded
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main  
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan  
Location/Address:  [BUR 1089] KINGS BOWLING ALLEY - 52 SECOND AVE  
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan  
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero  
ID:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan  
Narrative:  911 open line, several loud voices heard, units dispatched to area.
Checked the area. Unable to locate.

Spoke to caller who stated he pocket dialed 911. Unit to meet male at front of business.

Checks ok.

19-31348  2119  911 - Ambulance Request                                       Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  TJZ141 - Patrol Thomas J Zarro
Primary Id:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:  22 TINKHAM AVE
ID:  MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Male with low blood sugar in/out of consciousness. Burlington Fire dept. notified.

Transported to Lahey by BFD.

19-31349  2144  Phone - ALARM                                                  Logged
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  [BUR 1570] AVALON BURLINGTON - 1 ARBORETUM WAY
ID:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Alarm Company reports office motion alarm. No responders at this time.

Cancelled per alarm company.

19-31350  2205  Phone - Lockout                                             Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Primary Id:  WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:  [BUR 101] BARNES & NOBLE - 98 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  GRY 2011 CHEV SE IMPALA  Reg: PC MA 3AA914  VIN: 2G1WG5E3B1288240
Narrative:
Caller requests assistance with lockout.

ASSISTED SAME.

For Date: 12/20/2019 - Friday

19-31364  0125  Initiated - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALISM                  Logged
Call Taker:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Primary Id:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Location/Address:  27 GRANT AVE
ID:  EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
Narrative:
Graffiti found on the side of 27 and 30 Grant Ave. Appears to be somewhat fresh paint and similar to the markings previously seen around town (Used Book Store, Staples, Old Towne Liquor).

See report/photos.

19-31392  0352  911 - MV Complaint                                          Arrest(s) Made
Call Taker:  DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:  DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Calling party reports a female party is asleep at the wheel of a running vehicle at an intersection.

Officer #142 transporting female party in Protective Custody from location to station at 04:22 HRS.

Transport arrival at 04:29 HRS without issue.

Refer To Arrest: 19-31392-AR
Arrest: DOCARMD, DEBORA V
Address: 10 AMHERST ST BILLERICA, MA
Age: 22
Charges: PROTECTIVE CUSTODY

Alarm company reports an all classroom exit door alarm. No reference number or responder at this time.

Alarm company called back to cancel.

Alarm company reports multiple safe vibration sensors. Reference Number R6943911 with no responder at this time. Mall Security notified.

Mall Security reports all is secure at this time.

Calling party reports a noise complaint coming from her neighbor above her. Same stated since 05:30 HRS they have been extremely loud. Calling party called back to report they individuals in that apartment have left for work and she no longer needs assistance.

Calling party reports her elderly husband fell out of his chair and is uninjured. Same is requesting a lift assit. Fire Department notified.

Lift assist only by BFD.

Calling party reports her elderly husband fell out of his chair and is uninjured. Same is requesting a lift assist. Fire Department notified.

Lift assist only by BFD.
Narrative:

Medical alarm company reports an elderly female has fallen and hurt her head. Fire Department notified.

Narrative:

Transport to Lahey by BFD.

19-31403        0731 Radio - Water Leaks  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:    161 WINN ST
ID:    EFM133 - Patrol Eric F Magee
ID:    HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:

Delta #79 reports he was told by a parent that there is a potential water leak. Water Department notified.

Narrative:

Appears to be a water main break at 161 Winn Street's residence. Large amounts of ice and water building up on side of road. Water dept. is on scene and will be sending a sander to treat the roadway.

19-31405        0920 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 2453] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Narrative:

911 Hang up, same misdial, attempting to dialout using 99. Checks ok by phone.

19-31407        1048 Phone - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:    LAHEY CLINIC - 25 MALL RD
ID:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:

Ambulance request.

Narrative:

Patient refusal.

19-31410        1115 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  No report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address:    [BUR 825] WEGMANS - 53 THIRD AVE
ID:    SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Vehicle:    BLK 2010 HYUN UT VERACR  Reg: PC MA 1JZC49  VIN: KM8NUDDC4AU138413
Vehicle:    GRY 2001 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 2ZK696  VIN: 1HGCG16561A064042
Narrative:

Caller reports a m/v struck her m/v while parked in lot and she did not notice any damage until after he drove away.

Narrative:

Caller reports a unidentified female operator backed into her Volvo Ma Reg 8BC673 lower level of Wegmans parking garage. At the time she did not belive she sustained any damage to her Volvo. Very minor damage to Volvo's bumper. No information was exchanged between both parties.

19-31412        1134 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Report Due
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:    STONY BROOK RD @ 48 MALL RD
ID:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Vehicle:    BLK 2010 HYUN UT VERACR  Reg: PC MA 1JZC49  VIN: KM8NUDDC4AU138413
Vehicle:    GRY 2001 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 2ZK696  VIN: 1HGCG16561A064042
Narrative:
MVC with possible PI, Fire disp also.

Narrative:
Murray's disp. to tow.

Narrative:
See crash report.

19-31413  1140  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 Hang up, no answer on the call back. Lahey Security notified.

19-31414  1151  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    [BUR 981] TENDER LEARNING CENTER - 105 TERRACE HALL AVE
ID:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Fire transported to Winchester Hospital. Parents were on board also

19-31416  1302  Radio - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES  Unfounded
Call Taker:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Location/Address:    [BUR 1464] MARY CUMMINGS RECREATION - 25 BLANCHARD RD
ID:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Delta #53 reports a minor motor vehicle crash with unknown injuries.

Narrative:
Unable to locate.

19-31417  1304  Initiated - MV STOP  Report Due
Call Taker:    DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio
Primary Id:    PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:    [BUR 2137] BORDER CAFE - 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:    PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Stop for red light viol. Operator suspended. Same to be summoned. See report.

Refer To Summons:   19-31417-AR
Summons:    KIM, MICHAEL H
Address:    3 VILLAGE CIR   LEXINGTON, MA
Age:    54
Charges:    LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH STOP/YIELD, FAIL TO

19-31418  1313  Phone - Ambulance Request  Services Rendered
Call Taker:    GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:    7 AZALEA DR
ID:    MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Services Rendered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19-31419</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 1058] DELFRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle: WHI 2019 NISS ROGSP0 Reg: PC MA 7RE888 VIN: JN1BJ1CP1KW231111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle: GRY 2014 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 7447WH VIN: 4T1BK1FXXEU540498</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: MVC.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31421</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 2428] THE HUNTINGTON - 20 SECOND AVE Apt. #228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Doctor reports that a patient is making suicidal statements by taking pills. Fire Department notified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Officers and fire department spoke with the resident. He appears fine. Over reaction from his girlfriend who placed a call to his doctors office.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31422</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td>Phone - ALARM</td>
<td>False Alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: 8 HEARTHSTONE DR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Front door alarm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31423</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up</td>
<td>Logged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL &amp; MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: 911 Misdial, patient attempting to call out.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31424</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency</td>
<td>Logged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: 14 ROCKY HILL RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Billerica PD request we have party call them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Officer reported no one was home. Billerica Police was notified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31425</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>Phone - MV Complaint</td>
<td>Services Rendered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: DAC134 - Patrol Dominic A Calicchio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Primary Id: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location/Address: [BUR 693] FIVE GUYS BURGERS AND FRIES - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ID: MRT137 - Patrol Matthew R Trahan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle: GRN 2008 TOYT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 13KP17 VIN: JTEES43A682084459</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: AAA called to report they have a client in a disabled motor vehicle in the parking lot which is causing traffic. AAA is en route to that location. Notified detail officer in the area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Detail officer to handle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-31426</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>Phone - Ambulance Request</td>
<td>Summoned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
19-31427 1638 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Logged

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 15 BEDFORD ST @ 140 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: WHI 2014 HYUN SE AZERA Reg: PC MA 1SYG18 VIN: KMHFH4JG8EA420172
Narrative: Report of a two car motor vehicle crash.

Narrative: Owners exchanged paperwork prior to my arrival.

19-31429 1700 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Vicinity of: 50 MALL RD
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative: Caller reported a heavy set, tall Caucasian male wearing a dark colored coat asking for money.

Narrative: Party got on the LTR bus.

19-31428 1704 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vicinity of: [BUR 1414] 29 MALL RD
Vehicle: GRY 2019 HOND HR-V Reg: PC MA 3RW351 VIN: 3CZRU6H30KG711834
Vehicle: BLK 2017 HYUN SE IONIQ Reg: PC MA 9RXL20 VIN: KMHGC65LC6HU047015
Narrative: Multiple callers reported two car motor vehicle crash.

Narrative: Murray's Towing enroute.

Narrative: Verizon was notified regarding possible pole damage.

Narrative: See accident report.

19-31430 1706 Phone - Disabled MV Services Rendered

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 N
ID: BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
ID: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative: Report of a disabled motor vehicle blocking traffic.

Narrative: Murray's Towing enroute.
Narrative: Vehicle was towed by Murray's.

19-31431 1715 1715 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 0 ROUTE 128 N @ 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: DHM073 - Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle: WHI 2014 KIA UT SOUL Reg: PC MA 9NNR50 VIN: KNDJP3A53E7025923
Narrative: Officer reported a citation was issued.

19-31432 1722 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 50 GREENLEAF RD Apt. #303
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative: Ambulance request for an elderly male with chest pain. Burlington Fire enroute.

19-31433 1733 1734 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 58 BEDFORD ST
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: GRY 2016 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 6AR818 VIN: 19XFC1F70GE215696
Narrative: Citation issued for improper passing on right.

19-31436 1822 1822 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 102 SOUTH BEDFORD ST @ WAYSIDE RD
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: BLK 2015 BMW SE 320IX Reg: PC MA 3VPP30 VIN: WBA3C3G57FNS73565
Narrative: Citation issued for unsafe lane change and marked lanes viol.

19-31437 1823 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative: Caller reports 94 year old male shaking, possible diabetic issue. Room 311.

19-31444 1949 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Services Rendered
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
ID: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Detail officer requested assistance with a group of teenagers near the elevator.
Father arrived and took custody of his son and his property.

19-31445 2034 Phone - ESCORT Services Rendered
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  [BUR 1248] LONG'S JEWELERS - 60 SOUTH AVE
ID:  DGML139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:  Employee escort.

19-31448 2202 Walk-In - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Primary Id:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
Location/Address:  110 WINN ST @ 0 ROUTE 128 N
ID:  BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:  Female provided a partial plate of a vehicle driving irrationally. (29642) believed it to be a silver or white Jeep. Same stated the vehicle got off at Exit 34 and unknown direction of travel.

19-31449 2300 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  38 GLEN AVE
ID:  BTH129 - Patrol Brian T Hanafin, B
ID:  DGML139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Narrative:  Caller reported a male repeatedly ringing her doorbell.
Narrative:  Officer reported the male checked okay.

19-31450 2311 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:  [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Vehicle:  BLK 2017 FORD F150  Reg: PC MA 7NP754  VIN: 1FTEX1EP4HFB72005
Narrative:  Mall Security reported a motor vehicle hit and run.
Narrative:  See report.

19-31451 2333 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Logged
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address:  AFTER EXIT 34 - ROUTE 128 N
Narrative:  Two car motor vehicle crash with injuries. Burlington Fire and State Police Danvers enroute.

For Date: 12/21/2019 - Saturday

19-31464 0242 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  14 SUSAN AVE
ID:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative:  911 hang up. On call back female stated it was accidental and she did not need police assistance.
19-31465  0327  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  [BUR 166] DUNKIN DONUTS - 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  BLZ142 - Patrol Brittany L Zaccagnini
ID:  LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:  Commercial burglary alarm - showing as front door. No responder at this time.

19-31481  0708  911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
ID:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative:  911 hang up.

19-31485  0838  Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:  911 Misdial from patient attempting to call out of his room.

19-31486  0839  Phone - ROAD HAZARD  Logged
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  49 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 ADAMS ST

19-31487  1004  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:  3 MARIGOLD WAY
ID:  VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:  Ambulance request

19-31495  1048  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address:  [BUR 1635] CROSSROADS PLAZA - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID:  SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 JEEP UT CHER  Reg: PC MA 988HH6  VIN: 1C4PJMBB8GW142946
Narrative:  Written warning issued for posted no left turn.

19-31498  1238  Phone - Ambulance Request  No report Due
Call Taker:  GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address:  24 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Narrative:
Lift assist.

Narrative:
BFD handled.

19-31499
1239 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 57 HARRIETT AVE
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRN 2007 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 714XG6 VIN: JTMBD33VX76049896
Vehicle: BLK 2018 UT HINO TOW TRUK Reg: CO MA 6047D
Narrative:
MV accident unknown injuries.

19-31500
1259 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 738] THE REAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC - 56 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle: BLU 2010 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 779DJ1 VIN: 5FNYF4H26AB036681
Vehicle: GRY 2009 HOND CIVIC Reg: PC MA 7SL371 VIN: 2HGFG12669H502602
Narrative:
Two car crash with no reported injuries. See crash report.

19-31502
1329 Phone - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2019 SUBA FOREST Reg: PC MA 2CJ566 VIN: JF2SKAWC5KH450906
Narrative:
Written warning issued to posted no u turn.

19-31503
1330 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Primary Id: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 290 CAMBRIDGE ST @ WINN ST
ID: PTA101 - Sergeant Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: BLK 2017 CHEV SILVER Reg: CO MA P58785 VIN: 3GCUKREC8HG249821
Narrative:
Citation issued for red light viol.

19-31505
1409 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 1 WINN ST @ WYMAN ST
ID: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2009 CADI SE CTS Reg: PC MA BB6970 VIN: 1G6DG577790141063
Vehicle: RED 2012 FORD UT EDGE Reg: PC MA 376WW1 VIN: 2FMDK4JC4CBA85385
Narrative:
Minor MVC.
Two car minor crash with no reported injuries. Paperwork was exchanged.

**19-31506 1443 Phone - Animal Complaint  Logged**

Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [WOB] LOCUST ST
ID: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson

**Narrative:**
Caller reports finding a loose dog in the area of Locust St in Woburn, Woburn PD notified.

**19-31507 1452 Phone - MV Complaint  Services Rendered**

Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 1836] HERITAGE AT STONE RIDGE APTS - 2 LITTLES BROOK CT
ID: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos

**Narrative:**
Caller reports a suspicious mv with heavy front end damage with unknown plates, unit dispatched.

**Manager reports IN Reg YKK544 Chevy Impala parked in the lot with front end damage. Same would like to know if it belongs to a resident. No response on the licence plate or VIN number. Advised to email all the residents as to who the owner is.**

**19-31508 1546 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Services Rendered**

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [WOB] DICKEY RD
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main

**Narrative:**
Assist to State Police and Woburn Police.

**Narrative:**
Assisted without incident.

**19-31510 1613 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES  Report Due**

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 12 HAMPDEN AVE
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia

**Vehicle:**
BLK 2009 ACUR SE TSX Reg: PC MA 3PT648 VIN: JH4CU26629C028952
BLK 2005 TOYT UT HIGHLA Reg: PC MA 34XZ59 VIN: JTEEP21A450070429

**Vehicle:**
GRY 2016 MER2 UT GLE Reg: PC MA 7AM186 VIN: 4JGDA5HBXGA693603

**Narrative:**
Three car motor vehicle crash with no injuries.

**Narrative:**
Murray's Towing enroute.

**Narrative:**
See crash report.

**19-31511 1659 Radio - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued**

Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: 156 CAMBRIDGE ST
ID: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti

**Vehicle:**
GRY 2015 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 1AM519 VIN: 5FNRL5H91FB018533

**Narrative:**
warning issued for headlights.
19-31512  1741  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 2284] 54 MALL RD
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  WHI 2014 NISS SE SENTRA  Reg: PC MA 165EW2  VIN: 3N1AB7APXEY325306
Narrative:
Citation for a red light violation.

19-31513  1809  Phone - FIRE  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  11 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #307
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports an apartment fire, BFD notified.

19-31515  1841  Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency  Unfounded
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address:  [BUR 1406] TONY C SPORTS GRILL - 17 THIRD AVE
ID:  RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Vehicle:  GRN 2012 TOYT HIGHLA  Reg: PC MA 817SN8  VIN: 5TDBK3EH1CS097276
Narrative:
Female requests assistance locating her husband. Party might be intoxicated in the area of Tony C's and unable to drive back to Methuen. He is operating MA MM614.

19-31516  1844  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER  Logged
Call Taker:  ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Primary Id:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Location/Address:  [BUR 1862] BUFFALO WILD WINGS - 15 SOUTH AVE
ID:  DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle:  GRY 2015 HOND SE CIVIC  Reg: PC MA 1VDB51  VIN: 19XFB2F52FE701402
Narrative:
Detail Officer G. Hanafin requests assistance with an intoxicated male attempting to drive.

19-31517  1938  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  49 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 ADAMS ST
ID:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  RED 2004 HYUN ELANTR  Reg: PC MA 4ER423  VIN: KMHDN56D14U116036
Narrative:
Citation issued for unsafe lane change.

19-31518  1953  Initiated - MV STOP  Summoned
Call Taker:  DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  1 ADAMS ST @ 49 MIDDLESEX TPKE
ID:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  GRY 2003 TOYT MATRIX  Reg: PC MA 8E2222  VIN: 2T1KR32E03C136292
Narrative:
Murray's Towing enroute.
Narrative:
Operator summoned for revoked registration and no insurance.

Refer To Summons: 19-31518-AR
Summons: SEMAKULA, NICK H
Address: 91A MELENDY AVE WATERTOWN, MA
Age: 38
Charges: REGISTRATION SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE

19-31519 1959 Phone - Ambulance Request Transformed to Hospital
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 30 HAMPDEN AVE
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Ambulance request for a male with heart attack symptoms.
Burlington Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

19-31520 2031 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 80 MALL RD @ 100 DISTRICT AVE
ID: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: GRY 2017 KIA 4D Reg: PC FL JLDU69 VIN: 5XXGT4L31HG154455
Vehicle: GRY 2017 KIA 4D Reg: PC FL JLDU69 VIN: 5XXGT4L31HG154455
Narrative:
Verbal warning for red light violation. Operator went straight through red light when left green arrow activated.

19-31521 2038 Phone - Well Being Check Logged
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 15 SARAH ST
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle:
Narrative:
Lowell PD looking to speak with a youth at the group home.

Narrative:
Subject does not reside at residence.

19-31523 2058 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Narrative:
911 misdial by a patient in 7 southeast room 15. Lahey Security is responding.

Narrative:
Lahey Security reported the patient checked okay.

19-31524 2100 Phone - MV Complaint Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: BY EXIT 32 - ROUTE 128 S
Narrative:
Caller reported a Cadillac operating erratically. State Police Concord was notified.

19-31525 2116 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
Narrative: Caller stated he heard someone calling for help from the hallway on the third floor.

Narrative: Officer reported a female was located in the hallway and a family member would be staying with her for the night.

19-31527
2130 Phone - NOTIFICATION
Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 139 WILMINGTON RD
ID: DGM139 - Patrol Daniel G Main
Vehicle: BLU 2004 CHEV SILVER Reg: PC MA 7GW714 VIN: 2GCEK19V44117739
Narrative: Billerica Police requested assistance locating the owner of a vehicle involved in a hit and run.

19-31529
2226 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER
Services Rendered
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Location/Address: [BUR 2362] ARCHER HOTEL - 18 THIRD AVE Apt. #244
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
ID: ABS140 - Patrol Amanda B Santos
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative: A hotel employee requested assistance removing a group of people from the building.

Narrative: Officer reported there was a misunderstanding, the manager allowed the guests to stay.

19-31531
2248 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY
Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 1334 ARBORETUM WAY
ID: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
ID: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
ID: RXG130 - Patrol Rameez Gandevia
Narrative: Caller reports a suspicious male wearing a silver coat with a hoodie looking in multiple vehicles.

Narrative: Checked parking lots throughout complex, unable to locate anyone fitting description.

19-31530
2250 Initiated - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY
No report Due
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Primary Id: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
ID: BXS062 - Sergeant Bernard X Schipelliti
Vehicle: BLK 2007 JEEP PATRIO Reg: PC MA 8DJ339 VIN: 1J8FF28W47D355908
Narrative: M/V in lot, left upon my arrival.

19-31532
2341 Phone - MV Complaint
Logged
Call Taker: DFF517 - Dispatcher Dodi F Feldman
Location/Address: 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ 376 CAMBRIDGE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 8DP725 VIN: 4T4BF3EK2BR188830
Narrative:
Caller reported a motor vehicle operating erratically. The vehicle turned left onto Cambridge Street towards Billerica. The caller was transferred to Billerica Police.